Auxiliary Equipment Currently Available
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Section 1: Molds- Blow Molding

Section 2: Molds- Injection Molding

- Husky 48 cavity 29 gram preform mold with neck finish for metal caps
- Various preform molds, 16, 24, 32, and 48 cavities

- Molinaro Tool & Die 24 Cavity Mold to make an Alpha 38 (717) mm snap on/screw off cap for dairy bottles

Section 3: **Granulators/Shredders/Pulverizers**

- Nelmor Model G2056 150 Horse Power Granulator

- Nelmor Model G2045 75 Horse Power Granulator

- Nelmor Model G2045 50 Horse Power Granulator

- Nelmor *Model 1616M* 25 Horse Power Granulator

- Cumberland Model X1400 200 Horse Power Granulator

- Cumberland Model 2042 100 Horse Power Granulator

- Cumberland Model 28 GRAN 3KN 75 Horse Power Granulator

- Cumberland Model *1426-I- GRAN 3KN* 50 Horse Power Granulator

- Cumberland Size 589 *GRAN - 3KN* 30 Horse Power Granulator

- Cumberland Model 484 Gran 3KN 30 Horse Power Granulator

- Cumberland Model 4843-KU 25 Horse Power Granulator

- (3) Cumberland Model 485 *Gran 2KN* 20 Horse Power Granulator

- (2) Cumberland Model 3KN 3 Horse Power Granulator

- Rapid Model 79K/205 5 Horse Power Granulator

- Rapid Model *1824-K* 40 Horse Power Granulator

- Conair Wortex *Model JC10L* 40 Horse Power Granulator
- Foremost Model **HD-5B 20 Horse Power Granulator**
- Foremost Model **HD-6 15 Horse Power Granulator**
- Ball and Jewel 25 Horse Power Granulator
- Dreher 20 Horse Power Grinder with blower, new motor and spare knives
- Gloucester Model **1225 40 Horse Power Granulator**
- Granutec Model **TFG1624-50 50 Horse Power Granulator**
- (2) Polymer Machinery Model 1116 SPL 10 Horse Power Granulator
- LR Systems Model **SG500-30 75 Horse Power Granulator**
- IMS **Model LP-187 15 Horse Power Granulator**
- 2013 Vecoplan **Model RG52 150 Horse Power Shredder**
- 2011 Vecoplan **Model RG52 100 Horse Power Shredder**
- 2005 Vecoplan **Model RG52 75 Horse Power Shredder**
- Vecoplan **Model RG52 60 Horse Power Shredder**
- Vecoplan **Model RG32 20 Horse Power Shredder**
- Retech **50 Horse Power Shredder**
- 2011 Cumberland Model **ESS1200 75 Horse Power Shredder**
- 2009 Cumberland Model **CLS 600 15 Horse Power Shredder**
- Retech **100 Horse Power Shredder**
- Shred Tech **100 Horse Power Shredder**
- SSI Dual Shaft **200 Horse Power Shredder**
- SSI Model **1800-E Dual Shaft 125 Horse Power Shredder**
Section 4: *Heads*

- Uniloy Comec 2 x 140 mm Continuous Extrusion Head
- Bekum Model 2PK-140 2 x 140 mm Continuous Extrusion Head
- Cincinnati Milacron *Dual 25 Pound Accumulator Head*
- 1997 Cincinnati Milacron *15 Pound Accumulator Head (low hours)*
- Sterling *15 Pound Accumulator Head (mounted on a dual head manifold)*
- Hartig *75 Pound Accumulator Head*
- Hartig *50 Pound Accumulator Head (adapted to accept Kautex tooling)*
- Kautex *80 Pound Accumulator Head*
- Kautex *35 Pound Accumulator Head*
- Kautex *20 Pound Accumulator Head*

Section 5- *Air Compressors– High Pressure & Air Dryers*

- 1998 Belliss & Morcom Model *WH40H3N 490 Horse Power High Pressure Air Compressor*
- 1999 Belliss & Morcom Model *WH28 H3N 300 Horse Power High Pressure Air Compressor*
- Belliss & Morcom Model *VH100 200 Horse Power High Pressure Air Compressor*
- 2001 Belliss and Morcom Model *VH9H3N 150 Horse Power High Pressure Air Compressor*
- Belliss and Morcom Model *VH9H3N 125 Horse Power High Pressure Air Compressor*
- 1999 Ateliers Francois Model CE68056 600 Horse Power High Pressure Compressor

- 2001 Ateliers Francois Model CEGA40SC 420 Horse Power High Pressure Air Compressor

- 2003 Ateliers Francois Model CE46B 385 Horse Power High Pressure Air Compressor

- 1993 Ateliers Francois Model CE46S44SG 350 Horse Power High Pressure Air Compressor

- 1997 Ateliers Francois Model CE24BSG 165 Horse Power High Pressure Air Compressor

- 2000 Ateliers Francois Model CE 24 B 150 Horse Power High Pressure Air Compressor

- 2000 ABC Model 4HP-4-LT 535 Horse Power High Pressure Air Compressor

- (2) 2002 Siad Model Tempo 1250 335 Horse Power (250 kW) High Pressure Air Compressors

- (2) Gardner Denver Model MLAABD 60 Horse Power High Pressure Booster Air Compressors

- (2) Hankison High Pressure Dryer

- (3) Donaldson High Pressure Air Dryer

Section 6- **Air Compressors- Low Pressure & Air Dryers**

- Atlas Copco 300 Horse Power Air Compressor

- Quincy 150 Horse Power Air Compressor

- Quincy 75 Horse Power Air Compressor

- Sullair Model 32-250H-WCAC 225 Horse Power Air Compressor
- Sullair Model TS-32-350WC 350 Horse Power Air Compressor
- 2001 Gardner Denver Model EAP99E 100 Horse Power Air Compressor
- 1997 Gardner Denver Model Electra-Saver II EBM-99F 75 Horse Power Air Compressor
- (2) Ingersoll Rand Model SSR-EP150 150 Horse Power Air Compressors
- 2008 Ingersoll Rand Model SSR-HP-125 125 Horse Power Air Compressor
- Ingersoll Rand 100 Horse Power Air Compressor
- Ingersoll Rand 75 Horse Power Air Compressor
- Ingersoll Rand 40 Horse Power Rotary Screw Air Compressor
- Ingersoll Rand Model SSR-EP75 75 Horse Power Air Compressor
- Ingersoll Rand Model SSR-EPTS 75 Horse Power Air Compressor
- Donaldson Low Pressure Air Dryer

Section 7: **Conveyors**

- Dyna-Con 18” Escort Incline Conveyor- approximately 7.5’ long
- Dyna Con 18” Escort Flat Conveyor- approximately 6’ long
- TEC Incline Conveyor 21’L x 11.75”W
- TEC Incline Cleated Conveyor 18’L x 19.75”H
- Foremost Model RMC-18 -13-20 Cleated 13”L x 18”W Conveyor
- Hytrol 12” Belt Case Conveyor- approximately 18' long
- Hytrol 12” Belt Driven Power Roller Conveyor- approximately 120' long
- Rapistan Conveyor System- (this is a very large, completely automatic system, perfect for a large distribution warehouse)

- Zecchetti Airveyor

- OMS Airveyor

- Ling Systems Airveyor

- SIPAC Airveyor

Section 8: **Surface Treatment Units**

- Lectro-Treat Surface Treatment Unit

Section 9: **Leak Detectors and Vision Systems**

- (3) Alcoa (12) Station Rotary Leak Detectors

Section 10: **Chillers, Cooling Towers, Air Conditioners, and Dehumidifiers**

- 2009 Conair Model ECW-30 30 Ton Water Cooled Chiller

- 2009 Conair Model ECW-5 5 ton Water Cooled Chiller

- Trane 480 Ton Water Cooled Chiller

- 1995 Trane 80 Ton Air Cooled Chiller

- York 440 Ton Air Cooled Chiller

- 2009 York 230 Ton Air Cooled Chiller

- 2004 York 230 Ton Air Cooled Chiller

- York 100 Ton Air Cooled Chiller
- York 80 Ton Air Cooled Chiller
- Carrier Air Cooled Chiller
- Conair/Tempro Model \textit{WCI-20 20 Ton} Chiller
- (2) AEC Model NECRT-2-60 60 Ton Water Cooled Chillers
- 1999 AEC 50 Ton Water Cooled Chiller
- (3) 2004 Piovan Model \textit{CH900} Air Cooled Chillers
- 2001 Piovan Model \textit{CH900} Air Cooled Chillers
- 2000 Seguequip Model \textit{GRS1402} Chiller
- Seguequip Model \textit{NRP50} Air Cooled Chiller
- 2003 Marley 600 Ton Cooling Tower
- (2) 2009 Reymsa Cooling Towers
- (4) Advantage Model \textit{PT-135 135 Ton} Cooling Towers
- Munters Dehumidifier

Section 11: \textit{Palletizers, Depalletizers, Stretch Wrap, Strapping Machines, Unscramblers}

- OMS Model \textit{BKP-500} Low Level Palletizer (completely automatic)
- 1998 OMS Palletizer
- SECO (Simplimatic Engineering) Model 30.2P High Level Palletizer
- Emmeti Model \textit{PAL Robot MT- 630} High Speed Palletizer
- 2006 Zecchetti Model \textit{PAL 300 PET} Palletizer
- 2004 Zecchetti Model *PAL 300 PET* Palletizer

- Priority One Model *Pro-Pal Mini* Case Palletizer

- 1999 Kettner Palletizer

- 2010 Lantech Model *S-1500* Wrapping Machine

- (2) 2006 Lantech Stretch Wrapping Machines

- 2005 Lantech Model *S-1503* Wrapping Machine

- 2004 Lantech Model *S-1503* Wrapping Machine

- Lantech High Level Stretch Wrapping Machine

- 2007 M.J. Mallis Wulftec Model *WSMH-150-D* Stretch Wrapping Machine

- 1999 Strapex Model Rotator Stretch Wrapping Machine

- 2006 Signode Model MCD510BCU-3/CF Strapping Machine

- 2005 Signode MCD510BCU-3/CF Strapping Machine

- (3) 2004 Signode Model MCD410BCU-3/CF Strapping Machine

- 1999 Signode Model MCD510BCU-3/CF Strapping Machine

- Signode Strapping Machine

- Cyclop Model *APS-2-60* Strapping Machine

- New England Machinery Bottle Unscrambler

Section 12: *Bagging and DeBagging Machines*

- Custom Metal Designs Gallon Bagging Table w/ PLC Controls

- Automation Ideas Semi Automatic Bagging Machine
- Ideas in Motion Auto Bagging System with Dyco Stacker
- Ideas in Motion Model Round Bottle Stagger Bagging Machine
- Dyco Semi-Automatic Bagging System
- Dyco Auto Bagging Machine with Stacker
- AIS Container Handling Semi-Automatic Bagging System
- Ideas in Motion Model Belt Accum. Debag/HT KNF DeBagging Machine

Section 13: Case Equipment-Erectors/Inserters/Drop Packers

- George Gordon Model LP-1001 Automated Layer Pac Case Loader
- (2) George Gordon Model LP-1000 Automated Layer Pac Case Loaders
- We pack it Model MPV-150 Case Packer
- 2011 Moen Model PF106HLV Bliss Case Erector with Nordson Hot Glue Sealer
- Pearson Model CE35-T Case Erector/Sealer
- R.A. Pearson Model R211 Automatic Case Erector/Bottom Sealer
- SWF McDowell Model CE 201-LH Case Erector
- Wayne Model CE-15/22 TAB Hot Melt Glue RSC Case Erector
- Durable Packaging Model TGA-2001 Automatic Case Erector/Bottom Sealer
- Combi Model 2EZ Automatic Cases Erector/Bottom Sealer
- Hamrick Model 300-SE Drop Case Packer
- Hamrick Hot Melt Case Sealer
- Wayne Model SF-400 Partition Inserter
- Cermex Case Erector

Section 14: **Blenders, Hopper, Loaders, Material Dryers, and Storage Bins**

- 2006 Maguire Model WSB 1840 Weigh Scale Blender
- 2006 Maguire Model WSB 961 Weigh Scale Blender
- 2006 Maguire Model WSB 940 Weigh Scale Blender
- 2006 Maguire Model WSB 440 Weigh Scale Blender
- 1998 Maguire Model *WSB 420* Weigh Scale Blender
- 2004 Maguire Model *WSB 240 R* Weigh Scale Blender
- Maguire Model *WSB 140 RM1* Weigh Scale Blender
- Maguire Model *WSB 131* Weigh Scale Blender
- Mould-Tek Model VBL-300 (3) Component Resin Blender
- Conair Model *TB45* (True Blend) Weigh Scale Blender
- Conair Franklin Model *WSB 131 CF* Weigh Scale Blender
- Thoreson McCosh Model *GXB2202P* (4) Component Gravimetric Blender
- Thoreson McCosh Model *GXB2202P* (4) Component Gravimetric Blender
- Foremost Vibratory Blender
- (3) Process Control Corp. (4) Component Gravimetric Blenders
- Comet Exact-A-Batch (4) Component Gravimetric Blender
- Comet Model E^-40-FC (4) Component Gravimetric Blender

- AEC Model WD-1250 RT PET Material Dryer & AEC Model DH 135 FIQ Hopper

- 2003 Piovan Material Dryer/Hopper

- Una-Dyn Model HD40 PET Material Dryer/Hopper

- Novatec Model MPC-1500 Material Dryer/Hopper

- Novatec Model CDM-1400 Material Dryer/Hopper

- Novatec Model MPC-1250 Material Dryer/Hopper

- 2005 Maguire Model LPD2HD8 Low Pressure Material Dryer

- (20) Galvanized Collapsible Storage Bins- (3’11” wide x 3’3” length x 3’9” high)

Section 15: *Thermolators, Water, and Oil Heaters*

Section 16- *Labelers*

- 2008 B & H Model 8000 Labeling Machine

- (2) 2005 B & H Model 8000 Labeling Machines

- 2003 B & H Model 8000 Labeling Machine

- (2) 2004 B & H Model 8000 Labeling Machines

- 2000 B & H Model 8000 Labeling Machine


- 2003 Krones Model Contiroll 745 High Speed Labeler

- 2001 Krones Model Contirol 440V Labeling Machine

- 1999 Krones Model Contiroll 440V Labeling Machine

- Krones High Speed Labelers
- Label-Aire High Speed Labelers
- 2005 Sacmi Model Opera 300 RF Labeling Machine
- 2003 Sacmi Model Opera 300 RF Labeling Machine
- 2001 Sacmi Model Opera 300 RS Labeling Machine
- 2007 Sacmi Model Opera 200 Labeling Machine
- (2) 2004 Sacmi Model Opera 200 Labeling Machine
- Harland High Speed Labeler
- 1999 Fuji Seal Model 3300 DP Shrink Sleeving System

Section 17: **Silos**

- (3) Imperial Industries 59’ x 12’ Silo
- 26’ x 8’ Silo

Section 18: **Electrical Equipment and Controls**

Section 19: **Extruders, Barrels, and Screws**

- Davis-Standard Flat Pack Extruders (three 100 mm, two 64 mm extruders)
- (2) Davis-Standard 2 1/2” Extruders
- NRM 6” Extruder
Section 20: *Lab/Quality Control Equipment*

- J&L Model Classic 120 Optical Comparator

Section 21: *Robots, Sprue Pickers*

- 1992 Husky Model EB Preform Removal Robot
- 2006 Wittmann Model W602 Screw Picker

Section 22: *Trim Presses*

- JBJ Trim Presses
- 2005 Thermwood Model C65S (5) Axis CNC Router (for plastic part trimming)

Section 23: *Fork Lift Trucks, Scissor Lifts*

- Yale Model Type G fork lift truck
- Clark Model C500-30 3000 pound fork lift truck
- Caterpillar Model GC25K 5000 pound fork lift truck
- Caterpillar Model M80D 8000 pound fork lift truck
- Yale Model GLC140 14,000 pound fork lift truck

---
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